Investigation
Summary Report

Centerville, LA
Private Location

HISTORY
This beautiful property was built in 1848 and is located in Centerville, LA. The now private
residence previously served as the overseer’s house for the John Cary House. The current
owners invited LA Spirits to conduct an investigation of the property and gave the team full
access to their lovely home.

EXPERIENCES
The owners reported hearing random knocks throughout the house. Items move on their own
from one part of the house to another. In addition, the television frequently turns on and off by
itself and the volume goes and up and down without human interference.
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Investigators Reports
Location: Centerville, LA
Date: March 19, 2022
Investigators: Melinda, Danny, Kim, Ryan
Equipment used: Digital voice recorders, wireless video cameras, Rem pods, K 2 Meters, digital
still camera, IR night vision camera, motion activated light-up balls, and of course, Boo Belle.
Prior to conducting the investigation, the team made base line sweeps for EMF in all areas. Still
pictures were also taken at this time. After the walkthrough the team proceeded to set up
equipment in all locations. Then, it was “lights out” for the investigation.
Several EVP sessions were done throughout the home that evening. After thoroughly reviewing
hours of recordings, we found two that were relevant to our investigation.
There were a few anecdotal notes worth mentioning: Ryan put new batteries into his digital
camera prior to starting the investigation. Those batteries drained completely as soon as he
turned on the camera. Ryan also reported that he smelled cigar smoke on occasion. When asked,
the home owners reported that they do not smoke; however, they indicated that the original
caretaker was known to smoke cigars. They mentioned that the smell occasionally pops up.

Attached Files
EVP’s:
1. Melinda asks “were you happy living here?” A male voice can be heard immediately
after saying “I was.”
2. Danny asks “did you fight in the Civil War?” There is a response at the end of the
recording that says “took over the slaves.”

CONCLUSION
Louisiana Spirits has pioneered so many reportedly active locations in the state. By not simply
going off of haunted tales, we treat any historic location as the next potential haunting. In some
cases, we walk out empty-handed, other times we don't.
In regards to the aforementioned private residence, we feel activity is prevalent here and we
believe that with the help of a follow-up investigation, we will be able to get more evidence!
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